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We study Newton's method for determining the solution of f (x)  = 0 whenf(x)  is 
required only to be continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable in some 
sphere about the initial iterate, x <m. First an existence, uniqueness and convergence 
theorem is obtained employing the modulus of continuity of the first derivative, fx(x). 
Under the more explicit assumption of H6lder continuity several other such results 
are obtained, some of which extend results of Kantorovich and Akilov [1] and 
Ostrowski [5]. Of course, when Newton's method converges, it is now of order (1 + a), 
where a is the H61der exponent. Other results on Newton's method without second 
derivatives are given by Goldstein [2], Schroeder [3], Rheinboldt [6], and Antosiewicz 
[7], to mention a few. It seems clear that the error analysis for Newton's method given 
by Lancaster [4] can be extended to the present case. 
Our results are applicable in the general setting of an operatorf(x) on some Banach 
space, B, into itself. The Frechet derivative, fz(x), is a linear operator on B whose 
dependence on x is as specified in Lemma 1. The operator norm, 11 "II, is that induced 
by the norm, [. l, of B. We employ throughout the notation fx(x) ~ J(x) and 
No(x~~ ) ~ {x I x~B,  Ix -  x~~ ~ p}. By pCI(D) for some convex set O in B, 
we denote the class of operators f, with Frechet derivative, J, which is bounded and 
continuous almost everywhere on the line segment joining any two points in D. 
Some simple basic observations that will be required are collected as 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a convex set in B and for some fixed x <~ ~ D assume: 
(la) f (x) ~ PCI( D), 
( 1 b) J(x m>) is nonsingular, 
(lc) II J-l(x~m)[J(x) - J(y)][I ~ o~(I x - y f), for all x andy ~ D. 
* This work was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office, Durham, N.C., under contract 
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The function ~o(3) is continuous and nondecreasing for 3 > 0 with co(O) >/O. Then 
for all x and y E D, 
(2) J(x, y)  =- J(x + t[y - x]) dt ---- J (y ,  x), 
o 
(3) f (x )  - - f (y )  = J(x, y)[x - y]. 
I f  in addition z ~ D, J x - -  z [ ~ 31 and [ x --  y [ <~ 32, then 
(4) II J- l(x~~ - J(x, Y)]I] ~< o~(3x + 3z). 
Finally, i f  for some K > 0 
Od) ~(3) - -  K3~, 
then 
(5) II J- l(x'~ - J(x, y)]l] ~< - -  
K (31 "q- 32) l+a  - -  31 +a 
1 +a 3 2 
Proof. Replacing the integration variable in (2) by ~- ~ (1 -- t), it easily follows 
that J(x, y)  - -  J (y ,  x). Since D is convex, it is clear that (x + t[y --  x]) ~ D for all 
t ~ [0, 1], provided x and y E D. Then, since f (x )  ~ PCa(D), we have in the finite- 
dimensional case 
F 1 d 
f (x )  - -  f (y )  = Jo ~ f (y  + t[x - y]) dt 
= ~ J(y + rex- yl)dtEx- yl 
= J(x, y)[x - y]. 
This is also justified in the Banach space setting by Graves [8]. Next, using (lc) and 
the fact that oJ(3) is nondecreasing, 
# 1 
II J-l(xt~ - ](x, y)]ll -- | J-a(x~~ - J(x + t[y - -  x])] dt 
, I  0 
~< . , (11 -  - x - t [y  - x] l l )  d t  
0 
<~ ~(31 -I- t32) dt 
0 
Finally with (ld) in the next to last inequality above we obtain (5). | 
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Our first result is an existence, uniqueness, and convergence proof for the chord 
method and Newton's method. 
THEOREM 1. For some x (m ~ B and p > 0 let f (x )  satisfy ( la-c)  with D = Np(x(m). 
_In addition assume that 
(6a) w(p) < 1, 
(6b) % = I J - l (x(~176 <~ [1 - -  ,o(p)]p. 
Then f (x) = 0 has a solution, say x*, which is unique in No(xIm). This solution is the limit 
of the iterates {~(~)} defined by the chord method: 
(7a) ~aol = x(O), 
(7b) ~(v+l) = r __ j-l(x(O~)f(r v = o, 1,.... 
I f  we have the stronger conditions 
(6c) w(p) ~ 89 ~o <~ [I - -  2oJ(p)]p; 
then the solution, x*, is also the limit of the Newton iterates, {x(v)}, defined by 
(8) X (v-~l) = x (~' -- J-l(x(v~)f(x(.)), v -- o, 1 ..... 
The errors are bounded by 
(9a) I ~(~) - -  X* t ~ e~ v = O, 1,... ; 
\1 (--w(p)](~ ]~ ( ~l~a= ~o(I x(~'~,ff)- x* I)) (9b) Ix (~+~ -- x* I ~< ~,  v = 1, 2,.. . .  
Proof. To show existence, uniqueness, and convergence of the chord method (7), 
we need only observe that 
S(x) =- x -- Jq (x(m)f (x )  
is a contracting map on N~(x m)) into itself. In fact, for any x ~ N~(x(~ by ( lc) and (6a), 
(10) [I Sx(x)ll = l[ I --  J - ' (x  (~ J(x)ll 
=- I1 J-X(x(m)[J(x(m) - J(x)]ll 
~< ,~(I x - x (o~ I) ~ o,(p) < 1. 
Further, by (6b) and (6a), 
[ S(x~~ -- x(~ = I J-a(xtm)f(x(m)l = 71o 
~< [1 -~, (e ) ]p .  
Standard arguments now yield the estimates in (9a). 
57I]4/I"2 
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Writ ing 
J - l (x(O)) J (x )  : I - S , (x ) ,  
we find using (10) and the Banach lemma, that J(x) is nonsingula[ for all x ~ Np(x c~ 
and 
1 
( I  1) II J - l (x)  J(xt~ ~< 
1 - -  co([ x - -  x <~ I)" 
From (6c) and (8) with v = 0, it follows that x m E No(xi~ ). For an induction assume 
x {k> ~ No(# ~ for k = 1, 2,..., n. Then  f rom (8) and (3) we write 
(x<-+l' - -  x{O') = (x<n' - -  x{O') - -  j-1Cx,O)f(x{,,,) 
: (x{n) - -  X (0)) - -  J - l (x (n ) )~(x(~ -Jr J (x  (n), x(~ (hI - x(~ 
= J- l(xt,>)[J(x'}) - J(x{"}, x{O})](# -~ - x <~ - J-l(xC,~)f(xCO~). 
Taking norms and using (11), (4), and (6c) yields 
oo(I x{"' - x~O~ I) 1 - -  2co(p) 
I x <n+~ - x {~ l ~< 1 ----co~ x~- -  x{~3 I) I xC-~ - x~O~ I + 
I) p 1 co([ X(n) x(O) l 
since Ix  <~ - -  x {m [ ~< p. Thus,  all the Newton iterates x ~ are in No(x<m), and hence 
the procedure is properly defined by (8); i.e., all required inverses exist. 
S ince f (x )  ---- 0 has a unique solution x* ~ No(#~ it is trivial that 
I x ~~ - -  x*  I ~< p. 
Now we write, using (8), (3), andf (x* )  = 0, 
(x (~+1) - -  X*)  : (x  '~) - -  X*)  - -  J -X (x (~) )~(x~})  - f (x* ) ]  
= J- l(x~[J(x{~,) - J (x% x*)](xC~} - x*), v = o, 1,.... 
F rom (11) and (4) it follows that 
I xm - x*  I < co(I x~O~ _ x*  1) I x<O~ - x*  I 
and 
1 - -  co(p) 
_ co(p)co(p) )(co(Ix,~,-x*l)..Co) k l ! [x{~, - -x*  1, v= 1,2,. . . .  
The  bound in (9b) follows by induction, recalling finally that 
co(I x(O, _ x*  I) ~ co(P) ~ ~. I 
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We note that (9b) shows convergence of Newton's method with arbitrarily small 
convergence factor iffx(x ) is continuous 1 at the solution, x = x*. But from these error 
bounds, assuming they give the correct order of magnitude as v --~ 0% 
lim log t x{"+l) - -  x* I = 1, 
~-,oo log [ x (") - -  x* [ 
so the iteration scheme is not shown to be more than first order. The theorem also 
shows that Newton's method can converge iffx(x ) is only piecewise continuous at x* 
with "small" jumps. 
I f  we impose stronger smoothness conditions onfx(x), say H61der continuity implied 
by (lc,d), then it easily follows from (9b) that the convergence is at least of order 1 + a. 
However, in this case we can weaken the conditions (6) considerably. A very simple 
such extension is stated as 
THEOREM 2. For some x m~ c B and p > O, let f (x )  satisfy ( la-d) with D ~ N~(xCm). 
In addition assume that, with the c~ and K of (ld), 
1+~ 
(12a) KO~ < 2 + cx ' 
(12b) 7o ~ I J-~(x '~ f(x(~ <~ [1 2 + ~ KO~] P. 
l+a  
Then Newton's method (8) and the chord method (7) converge to a unique solution, x*, of 
f (x) = 0 in N~(x(~ The error in Newton's method is bounded, if  0 ~ ~ ~ I, by 
(13a) 'xiv+l)--x*] ~ av (vigil= x(u)--x*/o a)s  2f_ o{ , v= 1, 2,..., 
and if 0 < e~ <~ 1, by 
( al/a ~ {l+tx) v p 
I x(~+l) - -  x*  ] <~ \ -~-7!  Aa/~ ` , v = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (13b) 
where 
(13c) 
Proof. 
1 
h--= 1 -Kp~]T-+~ < 1. 
The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1, so we do not include it. 
In the two places where (4) had been used in the previous proof, we now employ (5), 
which accounts for all of the improvements. | 
I In this case co(I x ~v) -- x* [) --+ 0 as v -~ oo. 
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However, using condition (ld) properly, we can obtain results which are much 
sharper than the above. First we have an existence and uniqueness theorem involving 
only the chord method: 
THEOREM 3. For some #o) e B and p > O, let f (x)  satisfy (la-d) with D ~- N~(#~ 
Define 
(14a) 7o -~ I J-X(xC~176 
and assume that, with the a and K of (ld), 
Ot ot 
(14b) Kr/o~ < (~) .  
Let ro(a ) and rx(a ) be, respectively, the minimum and maximum positive roots, with the 
convention rl(O ) = 0% of 
(15) ~(t) -~ Kt TM -- (1 + a)(t -- 70) = 0, a E [0, 1]. 
(A) I f  p >~ ro(a ) then f (x)  = 0 has a solution, x*, in No(x{~ This solution is the 
limit of the sequence {~:{~)} determined by the chord method (7). 
(B) I f  ro(a ) ~< p < rt(a ), then x* is the only solution of f (x)  = 0 in N~(x {~ and 
the iterates in (7b) converge to this solution for any ~<o) e No(x{~ 
Proof. The simplest proof is to define 
(16a) S(x) ~ X - -  J--I(x(0)) f (x ) ,  
K 
- -  tl+~ + ~/o, (16b) ~o(t) -= 1 + 
(16c) [to, t'] ~- [0, p], 
and then apply Theorem 1, p. 697, in Kantorovich and Akilov [1], for part A) and 
Theorem 2, p. 700, loc. cit., for part B). In particular from (lc,d), (14a) and, (16): 
I S(x<~ - x{~ : I J-l(xl~176 
7o 
= ~(to )  - to .  
For any x ~ No(x<~ using (10) and (lc-d), 
[I S~(x)][ ~< K[  x -- x ~~ I% 
= ~v'(x - x~~ 
Thus the equation t = q0(t) "majorizes" the equation x = S(x). But from (14b), (15), 
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and (16b), it follows that t ~- ro(a ) is a root of t -~ 9o(t) in [0, p] i fp ~ ro(a ). Finally, 
for t' in ro(c Q ~ t' < rl(a), we see that ~o(t') ~ t' and ro(a ) is the only root of t = ~o(t) 
in [0, t']. Thus all the conditions of the cited theorems are satisfied. | 
It should be observed that by setting a = 1 in Theorem 3, we obtain a result 
formally similar to that of Theorem 6, p. 708, loc. cit. However, here we require only 
Lipschitz continuous first derivatives, while the Kantorovich and Akilov result employs 
continuous econd derivatives. Our Lipschitz constant, of course, replaces their bound 
on the second derivative. It is also of interest o observe that Newton's method with 
initial iterate to = 0 applied to (15) will converge monotonically to the root r0(c~ ) for all 
e [0, 1]. However, for a ~ (0, 1) neither the Kantorovich nor Ostrowski [5] proofs 
hold (since ~b"(t0) does not exist). 
In order to prove the convergence of Newton's method we strengthen the condition 
(14) somewhat. Specifically we have 
THEOREM 4. For some x (~ e B and p > 0 let f (x )  satisfy ( la-d) with D ~ No(x(~ 
Define 
(17a) 7o ~ I J-l(x(~176 
and assume that, with the c~ and K of (ld), 
Ot a 
(17b) (2 + ~)K~o'~< ( ~ )  . 
Let Ro(a ) be the minimum positive root of 
(18) T(t) ~- (2 q- a) Kt  1+" -- (1 -+- c,)(t -- 70) = 0. 
l f  p ~ Ro(a), then f (x )  ~ 0 has a solution x* ~ Np(x (~ and the Newton iterates (8), 
with initial point x (~ converge to this solution. The errors are bounded, for ~ in 0 <~ c, <~ 1, 
by 
A ~ 
(19a) ] .v (v) -- x* ] ~ ~ ~7o, v = 0, 1 .... , 
and for ~ in O < a ~ 1, by 
(19b) Ix(v) -- x* 
where 
(19c) A 
Proof. 
(20) 
~. 1 TZA-!~' Alz~, (i+~? A1/~r/~ , v = O, 1,..., 
KRo~(~) _]( '1o ]~ 1 
1 --  KRo~(a ) ]\ Ro(o~ ) ] 1 + a 
Define the scalar function 
Kt  1+~ + (1 + a) r/o 
(/)(t)~ (l q-a)( l  - -K t " )  ' 
- -<1.  
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and consider the sequence {t~) defined by 
(21a) t o = 0, 
t~+ 1 = r  , v = 0,  1 , . . . .  
Using condition (17b), it can be shown that 
(21b) 7o : tl "~ t2 < "'" < t, < t~+x < "" < Ro(~ ), 
and 
(21c) !ira t. = Ro(c 0. 
To sketch the proof of these facts, we first observe that (17b) implies ~(t) = 0 has at 
least one and at most two real roots (since T( t . )  ~< 0 at t . ,  the minimum of ~u(t) 
for t > 0). The roots of ~(t) = 0 are also roots of t = ~(t), and @(t) is a continuous 
monotone increasing function of t on 0 ~< t < K -1/~. Clearly ~b(0) = 7/o, qb(R0(c0) = 
Ro(~ ) < K -1/~ and ~b(t) > t on 0 ~< t < Ro(c 0. The results in (21b,c) easily follow. 
We shall now prove, by induction, that 
(22a) I xlv) -- xl~ ~ t~, 
1 
(22b) II J-X(xlv)) J(x~~ ~< 1 -- Kt~ ~ '  v = I, 2, . . . .  
For v ---: 1 using (17a), (8), and (21b), we get 
I x(x)  - -  X(0) I = ] J-a(x{~176 = ~7o = tx. 
Thus, x ~1~  No(x~O~), and from (lc-d) and the above: 
111 - J -X(x~~ J (x l ' ) l l  = II J-l(xl~176 - J(xll))]]l 
( ~___~)~ 1 <1 
<~ Ktl~ = K~~ <~ T 2 +-----~ " 
Hence, j-l(#O~) j(#l))  is nonsingular, and 
1 
If J-l(x~l)) J(xl~ ~< 1 - Kt l  ~ " 
Now assume (22a,b) valid for v = 1, 2,..., n. From'(8), (3), (5), and (17a), we get, 
since x ~"~ ~ No(x~~ ), 
I x~"+l~ -- x~O~l = I[x~"~ --  x ~~ -- j - l(xC.,) f(#"~)l 
- -  I[x~") - x~O)] - j-X(xl~))(f(x{O 0 +IJ(x{~), x~O))[x{,) -r#o)])  I 
<~ I J-l(x~n')[J(xln)) - -  J(x.,), x~O,)][x I~) - x~Oql + I }-l(x'"') f (x'~ 
~< II j - l (#n)) J(x'~ ,t-t-t*(1g-Tg-~--lxln)- xl~ [1+, _1_ ~7o)' 
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Using (22a,b) with v = n, the above yields, from (20) and (21a), 
Ix ~'+1) -- x~~ I ~ ~(t.) -= t.+ x . 
Thus, x ~"+1) E No(xC~ since t.+t < Ro(a ) ~< p, and again using (It,d) with 7t(Ro) = O, 
I11 --  J-l(x~O,) J(x~-+l~)[I ~ Kt  ~ - n+l_ 
<~ KRg(~,) = 2 +------g Ro(O,) 
<1.  
IX(n+1) - -  x(n) [ 
Thus (23) is demonstrated. 
Now (22b) follows for v = n + 1, and (22a,b) is established. This result implies that 
x ~v) ~ No(x~~ ) and J(x ~)  is nonsingular for v = 0, 1,..., and so Newton's method is well 
defined. 
Next we shall verify, by induction, that 
(23) I x(v+l) -- x(~l ~< A~0, v 0, 1,.... 
For v-=-0 this follows trivially from (8) and (17a). Assuming (23) valid for 
v = 1, 2 ..... n -- 1, we obtain from (8), (3), (22b) and (5): 
I XOz+l) - -  xln) l = [ J-X(x(n))(f(x(n-1)) q- J( x(m, x(n-1))[  xln) - -  x(n-1)])l  
~< IL J-l(x"~) J(xl~ 9 II J-l(xl~ - J( xlm, xln-l~)]H ' An-l~7o 
(24) < (1 + c~)(l -- Kt ,  ~) an-l ' l~ 
However, using 
KR~ -- 2 + ~ 
in the definition (19c) of A, we get 
A 
(1 +[1  +~]~o )'- 
Ro : " 
But ~o < Ro(c0 from (21b), and so A < 1 as asserted in (19c). Then from (23) with 
v - n -- 1, we get I xl-~ -- x~,-l~ [ ~< 77o, and (24) yields, recalling (21b), 
K~o ~ 
(1 + a)(1 - -  Kto ~) A'~-1~7~ 
KRo ~ 
(1 + o,)(1 --  K&~)  "4"-~'7~ An~. 
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Since A < 1, it clearly follows from (23) that {x cv)} is a Cauchy sequence with limit 
x* ~ Np(xl~ From ( lc ,d)  we have that 
I] J(x~'0H ~< (1 + Kp)ll J(x~~ ~ = o, I , . . ,  
and using this and (23) in (8), we get 
Hf(x<")lJ -~ II J(x{"')[x ''+a' - x{"}]ll 
(1 + gp)[I J(xr176 Z~*7o, v = 0, 1, .... 
But f (x )  is continuous on Np(#~ so letting v --~ oo, we obtain f (x* )  = 0. Finally, 
from (23) it follows that for any v /> 0 and/z >~ 0, 
1 - -  A ~ 
I x~+~ -x~v~l ~< A ~ I - -A  *70, 
and (19a) results from/~ --~ oo. 
Using the solution, x*, we obtain from (8), (3), (22b), and (5) 
IX  (~+1) - -  X*  I = [[ xlv) - -  X*]  - -  J - l (x lv ) ) [ f (x (v l )  - -  f(x*)]l 
~< 11 J-a(xC~') J(x~~ 9 il J -X (x '~ - j (x lv~,  x*)]l}. I x tv~ - x* I 
K i x ~ --  x* I x+~ 
~< (I + a)(1 -- Kt~)  ' v ~- O, 1,.... 
Using t, < Ro(a) from (21b) and dividing by '10, we get now 
I x  ~+1~ - -  x* I ~< A v = 0, 1,. . . .  
9 70 '10 
With a ~ (0, 1] an induction yields (19b), since [ x ~~ --  x* [ ~ .70/(1 --  A) by (19a). I 
This result in particular shows the convergence of Newton's method to the root 
Ro(a ) of the scalar equation (18) with t o -- 0, while again the Kantorovich and 
Ostrowski results are not applicable in this case if 0 < a < 1. 
We have not been able to prove the convergence of Newton's method under the 
conditions of Theorem 3. Thus, although Theorem 4 is an extension of the Newton-  
Kantorovich theorem, it does not formally reduce to that case when a = 1. That is, 
in place of K*7 o <: {, as in (14b) with a = 1, we get K'10 < {t from (17b). [Again 
we must recall that here K is the Lipschitz constant and not a bound on the second 
derivatives.] However, we can obtain a result which does formally reduce to the 
Newton-Kantorovich case when a = 1, but this result does not yield conditions for 
convergence in the limit case a --* 0. 
THEOREM 5. For some x ~~ ~ B and p > O, let f (x )  satisfy ( la-d) with D ~ No(x~~ 
Define 
"1o =-- I J - l (x '~176 
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and assume that, with o~ ~ (0, 1] and K of (ld), 
(25a) 
ct 
25 
(27) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
X(v) (~ N(x (O) ) ,  J~-I exists 
L,-1 ~ Lo ]~ 
"% ~ 1-]--ff~ -'%-~ ~ \1 +,~! "qo 
L. ~< L tl+n)~ 
- -0  
v=l ,2  ..... 
Since I x(1) - -  x(0) I = ~o ~ o by (25b), we have that x m ~ No(x~~ Using this, 
(lc,d), and (25a) yields 
II A, tl = II J o - l [ Jo  - -  L]II ~< K~?' < 1. 
and so from (26a) 
/Co (28) G ~< 
1 - -  Ko , /?  
~ 
II J~l Jo I[ ~ 1 - -  goTlo~- ' 
Thus, by the Banach lemma J1 = Jo[ 1 - A1] is nonsingular and (27a) is established 
for v = 1. In addition, the above gives 
(1 +~)  
(25b) P >/ (2 + ~) -- (1 + ~)~ '/o. 
Then f (x )  = 0 has a root x* ~ No(xm) ) and Newton's iterates (8) converge to x* with 
(25c) I x(") -- x* [ ~ ~ [(1 + a) K1/~/o]a+~)" K-X/% n = O, 1, 2,.... 
Proof. If the iterates {x cv~} are well defined by (8), we introduce the notation 
J~ =- J(x ~)  and 
(a) K~ --= K II J-;Xjo I1 
(26) (b) ~v -~ [ xl~+l) -- xlvll = I j;ly(xlv))l 
(c) L~ _~ (1 + c~)~ K~r/d v = O, 1,.... 
(d) A v+ 1 =- ! - J-;1J~+l 
Here we have employed the iteration scheme (8) in (26b). We will show by induction 
that 
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However, using (26b) with v = 0, 1 and Lemma 1, 
rh = ] Ji-af(x(10l = I J11[f(x{~ + J(x(~ x(U)(x(x) - x(~ 
= I J11[Jo - J(x(% x(1))j(x (1) - -  X(0))[ 
K -1+~ 7/xo +~ 
<~ II j ;1L  N. 1 + ~, '~o = X, f -~ .  
With (28) this yields 
Ko~7o ~ "% 
~x ~ l - -K0~o ~ 1 +~'  
and so by (25a) and (26c) we deduce (27b) for v = 1. Raising this inequality to the 
a-power and multiplying by (28) gives with the aid of (25a) 
_K~176 ~ .)l+a (1 + a)~ Kxvfl ~ ( 1 ~ [(1 -~- ~)a Ko'qoa] i+a, 
or equivalently 
L 1 ~< L~ol+~). 
Thus (27a-c) are established for v = 1. 
We make the inductive assumption that (27a-c) hold for all v ~ n. Then, since 
L o ~ (1 + ~)" -- 1 ~ 1, by (25a), we obtain from (26b) and (27b) for v ~ n 
I x (n+" - x (~ [ ~ no + nl  + "'" + n .  
Lo ( to ~-1 
( L o ) (2+~) - - (1  +c0""  
1-  TTZ 
Now (25b) implies that x (n+x) ~ A~(x(~ Since Jn is assumed nonsingular, we have by 
Lemma 1 and (26a) 
II A , .a  II = II J ; l ( Jn  - J.+l)ll 
II J~Jo II 9 II Joa(J. - Jn+l)[] 
~< K.~O = L./( I  + ~)~ < 1, 
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since Ln ~< 1 by (27c) and L0 ~ 1. Thus, J,~+a = Jn(I - An+l) is nonsingular by the 
Banach lemma and (27a) holds for v = n + 1. In addition, we now have 
(29) 
Kn+ 1 = K [i(I --  An+0 -a J~lJ0 II 
K~ 
1 -- K~n ~" 
From (26a,b) and Lemma 1 we get, using (29), 
wn+a = I Jn l l [ f (x(n))  + J( x("', x("' a')( x("+a' - x("')]L 
]l J~ Jo  II "1] Joa[J~ - J(x('), x(n+al)]!l "r/n 
1+eL 
K,J/n ~ "qn 
(30) < 1 -- Kr/n ~ 1 + 
This implies 
~n+l "~ 
L n 'rln 
(1 +cx)~- -Ln  1 +cx 
and since L n ~ L o ~ (1 + a)~ --  1 by (27c) for v -- n, we immediately get (27b) for 
v = n + 1. From (30) to the ~th power multiplied by (29), we get 
K.n~ ~a+~ 
Ln+ 1 = (1 + cz) ~ gn+l'~+l ~. 1 --  gnw,,~'] ' 
( Zn )l+~, 
x(1 + r ~-L .  
L 1+~. 
n 
Thus the inductive proof of (27a-c) is concluded. 
Since Lo/(l + c~) < l, it clearly follows from (27b) and (26b) that the Newton 
iterates {x I~)} form a Cauchy sequence. The limit x (~ -+ x* ~ No(x (~ is a solution of 
f (x )  = 0 by the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4. We use the bound 
Ix  In+"~ - -  x("~ I ~< "/~ + '~+1 + "'" + r/n+,o_z, 
and let m --+ m to get from (27b) and L n ~ L o 
(1 + ~) ~n 
(1 + ~,) --Lo " 
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However, from the first inequality in (27b) used with (27c), we have that 
Ln-IL,,-2 "'" Lo L~ (l+a)n-l]/n 
~'* ~ (1 + cx)'* ~o ~ (1 + cx) n 7/o. 
Thus, recalling that l + ~ -- L o > 1, we obtain (25c). 
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